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would be attending the conference; it
soon became clear that this number
was a woefully low estimate. By the end
of the conference, almost 450 people
had registered, filling the halls of the
Graduate Center with more lesbians
than the building has ever seen and
most likely ever will see!
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ated a conversation between Charlotte
Bunch, co-founder of the radical lesbian
group the Furies and long-time human
and women's rights activist, as well as
Michelle Parkerson, award-winning
filmmaker. Cook, Bunch, and Parkerson
all emerged into the 1970s from very
different places in their lives, in the US,
and in politics, and their conversation
meditated upon the radical changes
lesbians effected over the course of
the decade, and the ways in which the
1970s shaped them as activists, as in
tellectuals, and as people. The plenary
the next day, "Defining the Boundaries
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Loomis, and CLAGS finance director
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viewers. And no event about 1970s

Jasmina Sinanovic. Thanks, too, must

different styles telling interconnecting

lesbians could be without a poetry read

go to the major sponsors of the confer
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